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Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS
Take advantage of the improved performance and reduced memory requirements
of PHP version 7, and learn to utilize the new built-in PHP functions and features
such as typed variable enforcement with declare(strict_types=1) and the new
available data types, scalar type declarations for function arguments and return
statements, constant arrays using define(), argument unpacking with the operator,
integer division with intdiv(), the null coalesce operator, the spaceship operator,
new exception types, and improvements to existing features. Pro PHP and jQuery,
Second Edition is for intermediate level programmers interested in building web
applications using jQuery and PHP. Updated for PHP version 7 and the latest
version of jQuery, this book teaches some advanced PHP techniques and it shows
you how to take your dynamic applications to the next level by adding a JavaScript
layer using the jQuery framework and APIs. After reading and using this book,
you'll come away having built a fully functional PHP and jQuery web application
that you can reapply as a template for your own particular web application. Pro
PHP and jQuery, Second Edition is for intermediate level programmers interested in
building web applications using jQuery and PHP. Updated for PHP version 7 and the
latest version of jQuery, this book teaches some advanced PHP techniques and it
shows you how to take your dynamic applications to the next level by adding a
JavaScript layer using the jQuery framework and APIs, considered the most popular
JavaScript libraries. After reading and using this book, you'll come away
understanding a fully functional PHP using jQuery web application case study that
you can reapply as a template for your own particular web application. Moreover,
from PHP 7, you'll get uniform variable syntax, the AST-based compilation process,
the added Closure::call(), bitwise shift consistency across platforms, the (null
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coalesce) operator, Unicode codepoint escape syntax, return type declarations,
and new and easier extensions development with support for redis, MongoDB and
much more.

PHP 7 :Design Patterns
Explains how to use the open source scripting language to process and validate
forms, track sessions, generate dynamic images, create PDF files, parse XML files,
create secure scripts, and write C language extensions.

Modern PHP
Learn to leverage PHP5's OOP features to write manageable applications with ease.

Learning PHP & MySQL
PHP is a server-side scripting language that enables you to develop dynamic sites
that engage users in ways that are simply not possible using only HTML and CSS.
PHP for Absolute Beginners takes a practical approach to teaching you how to build
dynamic content for your website using PHP. You’ll quickly get started with
practical PHP projects, learning how to build a dynamic image gallery. By the end
of the book you’ll will have developed a personal blog complete with a password
protected admin module. PHP for Absolute Beginners won't swamp you with every
detail of the full PHP language up front – instead, you’ll be introduced to a small,
versatile subset of PHP and learn to use it creatively to develop dynamic web sites.
In the process you will learn to use variables, control structures, functions, and
objects to your advantage. You will learn how to plan and create databases and
how to organize your PHP scripts beautifully. At the end of the book, you will be a
confident PHP user, ready to take the next steps in creating great websites.

Object-Oriented PHP
Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites—even if you don’t have any
previous programming experience. If you know how to build static sites with HTML,
this popular guide will help you tackle dynamic web programming. You’ll get a
thorough grounding in today’s core open source technologies: PHP, MySQL,
JavaScript, and CSS. Explore each technology separately, learn how to combine
them, and pick up valuable web programming concepts along the way, including
objects, XHTML, cookies, and session management. This book provides review
questions in each chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn PHP
essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master MySQL, from
database structure to complex queries Create web pages with PHP and MySQL by
integrating forms and other HTML features Learn JavaScript fundamentals, from
functions and event handling to accessing the Document Object Model Pick up CSS
basics for formatting and styling your web pages Turn your website into a highly
dynamic environment with Ajax calls Upload and manipulate files and images,
validate user input, and secure your applications Explore a working example that
brings all of the ingredients together
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PHP 7 Programming Cookbook
Build interactive, database-driven websites with PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB. The
focus of this book is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible with realworld applications. In the first two chapters, you will set up your development and
testing environment, and then build your first PHP and MariaDB or MySQL databasedriven website. You will then increase its sophistication, security, and functionality
throughout the course of the book. The PHP required is taught in context within
each project so you can quickly learn how PHP integrates with MariaDB and MySQL
to create powerful database-driven websites. Each project is fully illustrated, so
you will see clearly what you are building as you create your own database-driven
website. You will build a form for registering users, and then build an interface so
that an administrator can view and administer the user database. You will create a
message board for users and a method for emailing them. You will also learn the
best practices for ensuring that your website databases are secure. Later chapters
describe how to create a product catalog, and a simple e-commerce site. You will
also discover how to migrate a database to a remote host. The final chapter will
demonstrate the advantages of migrating to Oracle's MySQL 8. You will be shown
step by step migration directions along with a demonstration of the tools available
in SQL Workbench. Because you are building the interactive pages yourself, you
will know exactly how MySQL, MariaDB, and PHP all work together, and you will be
able to add database interactivity to your own websites with ease. What You Will
Learn Build a secure database-driven website using PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB
Create a product catalog Write a message board Move towards e-commerce
Employ security and validation measures Migrate to Oracle's MySQL 8 Server
platform Who This Book Is For Web developers with HTML, CSS and a limited
Bootstrap experience. Readers need little to no prior experience with PHP and
MySQL.

Learn PHP by Examples
PHP This! is a beginners book for developers who are new to object oriented PHP
web development. This goal of PHP This! is to teach the PHP skills needed to be a
junior PHP developer. These skills include an introduction to object oriented PHP
theory and instruction on how to apply that theory to build a full custom MVC
application, unit testing with PHPUnit and code management with SVN. The
instruction provided by this book also applies to experienced software engineers
with expertise in other languages who have not had the opportunity yet to learn
object oriented PHP or to those who are new to web development altogether.
Object Oriented concepts can be confusing at first that is why PHP This! provides a
simple way to explain a confusing subject. The clear explanations and examples
will quickly teach you what Object Oriented PHP is and how to use it, test it and
manage it. Some key chapters and subjects include: Chapter 1: Why Read This
Book Sample Job Description: Jr. PHP Developer The Eight Primary Categories of
JQuery Features Why Learn Object Oriented PHP Six Primary Advantages to
Learning Object Oriented Programming Chapter 2: PHP Objects & Classes Overview
- The Confusion of First Learning Object Oriented Theory Explanation of a Class
Explanation of an Object Instantiation $this Variable Access Modifiers Inheritance
Method Overriding Invoking Parent Methods Horizontal Inheritance - Using Traits
Encapsulation Polymorphism Polymorphism vs. Method Overloading Polymorphism
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vs. Method Overriding Late Binding / Dynamic Binding Chapter 3: PHP Magic
Methods Chapter 4: Abstract Classes & Methods abstract Keyword Extending subclasses from an Abstract Base Class Abstract Methods final Keyword Chapter 5:
Interfaces PHP Interfaces Explanation of What Interfaces Are and Why They are
Useful interface & implements Keywords Implementing Multiple Interfaces
Programming to the Interface Design-by-Contract Chapter 6: Static Methods &
Properties The static Modifier The Scope Resolution Operator Static Properties
Static Methods Singleton Pattern Late Static Binding The static Keyword vs. the self
Keyword Chapter 7: PHP Error Control & Exception Handling The Built-in Exception
Class Throwing an Exception The try-catch-finally Block Setting the Desired Error
Sensitivity Level Setting Error Reporting 67 Error Reporting Sensitivity Levels
Logging Options Chapter 8: The Model-View-Controller Design Pattern
Understanding the Model-View-Controller Design Pattern Model View Controller The
MCV URL Structure & URL Mapping Using the .htaccess File The index.php File The
MVC Folder Structure Custom MVC Application - Restaurant Menu Management
Application Showing the Menu Adding a Menu Item Assigning a Menu Item to a
Menu Editing/Deleting Menu Items Download the Source Code for the Custom MVC
Application (Restaurant Menu Management Application)

PHP 7 Zend Certification Study Guide
Explore the engine that drives the internet It takes a powerful suite of technologies
to drive the most-visited websites in the world. PHP, mySQL, JavaScript, and other
web-building languages serve as the foundation for application development and
programming projects at all levels of the web. Dig into this all-in-one book to get a
grasp on these in-demand skills, and figure out how to apply them to become a
professional web builder. You’ll get valuable information from seven handy books
covering the pieces of web programming, HTML5 & CSS3, JavaScript, PHP, MySQL,
creating object-oriented programs, and using PHP frameworks. Helps you grasp the
technologies that power web applications Covers PHP version 7.2 Includes
coverage of the latest updates in web development Perfect for developers to use to
solve problems This book is ideal for the inexperienced programmer interested in
adding these skills to their toolbox. New coders who've made it through an online
course or boot camp will also find great value in how this book builds on what you
already know.

PHP Solutions
Learn PHP by Examples provides in-depth, concise, and helpful information for
those who desire to learn Hypertext Pre-Processor (PHP). PHP is the most widely
used interactive and dynamic Web programming language in use today. To study
PHP systematically, Learn PHP by Examples comes in readily. This book includes
the current PHP 7+. It covers fundamental topics in the PHP language and extends
to very important topics such as how to work with Arrays, Functions, Errors and
Exception Handling techniques, Object-Oriented Programming, Sessions, Cookies,
File and Folder Management, File Uploads, Automated E-Mails, Form Validation,
and PHP and MySQL database interactions. Over 200 scripts provided are selfexplanatory; making learning PHP an easy task. Learn PHP by Examples has an
excellent method of presenting PHP in a practical and easily understandable
manner. The explanations are clear and understandable even to those learning
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programming for the first time. It provides the beginner a step-by-step way to
quickly master PHP. Learn PHP by Examples is extremely useful; it can be used as
a quick reference when developing PHP applications.

PHP for Absolute Beginners
Go from beginner to pro using one of the most effective and widely used
technology stacks, Microsoft ASP.NET. Beginning with the basics, you will learn how
to create interactive, professional-grade, database-driven web applications in no
time, using ASP.NET, C#, SQL, Ajax, and JavaScript. Essential ASP.NET Web Forms
Development is divided into six learning modules and will take you from soup to
nuts with ASP.NET. Part I is an introduction to the major concepts, methodologies,
and technologies associated with .NET web application development. You will learn
about the client-server model, the .NET Framework, the ASP.NET and C#
programming languages, and the Visual Studio integrated development
environment. Part II teaches you how to develop a single-page .NET web
application and add server and data validation controls, laying the foundation for
learning languages in the context of an ASP.NET web application. Part III is all
about C# operations and shows you how to perform assignment operations,
conversion operations, control operations, string operations, arithmetic operations,
date and time operations, array operations, collection operations, and file system
operations, as well as create custom C# classes in the context of a .NET web
application. In Part IV, you dive into a multiple-page .NET web application and learn
how to maintain state between pages and create master pages, themes, and
navigation controls. Part V shows you how to connect a .NET web application to a
SQL Server database. You will learn to read a database schema, program in the
SQL language, utilize data binding, perform single- and multiple-row database
table maintenance, and write code behind database operations. And finally, Part VI
teaches you how to enhance the interactivity of a .NET web application. You will
learn how to generate email messages, make use of basic Ajax controls and the
Ajax Control Toolkit, and program in the JavaScript language. What You Will Learn
Delve into the basics of the client-server model, the .NET Framework, the ASP.NET
and C# programming languages, and the Visual Studio integrated development
environment Create a page and add server and data validation controls Develop
basic programming skills in the C# language Maintain state between pages and
create master pages, themes, and navigation controls Read a database schema,
program in the SQL language, utilize data binding, perform single- and multiplerow database table maintenance, and write code behind database operations
Generate email messages, make use of basic Ajax controls and the Ajax Control
Toolkit, and program in the JavaScript language Who This Book Is For Anyone who
wants to learn how to build ASP.NET web applications. Basic computer skills and
the use of a database management system are recommended. Instructor materials
and examples are available.

Object Oriented Programming using Java
This pocket reference guide has been updated with the new PHP 7.0 release. It is a
condensed, code-rich scripting and syntax handbook for the PHP scripting
language. PHP 7 Quick Scripting Reference presents the essential PHP script in a
well-organized format. You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn
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out history lessons or witty stories in this book. What you will find is a Web
scripting language reference that is concise, to the point and highly accessible. The
book is packed with useful information and is a must-have for any PHP programmer
or Web developer. In it, you will find a concise reference to the PHP 7 scripting
language syntax. It includes short, simple and focused code examples and a well
laid out table of contents and a comprehensive index allowing easy review. What
you’ll learn Discover what is new in PHP 7 and how to get started with it Work with
variables, operators, strings, arrays, conditionals, loops and other language
constructs Group and reuse code with functions, methods and namespaces Use
object-oriented features such as classes, inheritance, abstract classes and
interfaces Import files and retrieve user data Make use of type declarations and
type conversions Test variables, create references and use overloading methods
Store user data with cookies and sessions Deal with errors through error handling,
exception handling and assertions Who this book is for Experienced PHP
programmers and web developers, who may be new to PHP.

Programming PHP
This is the second edition of David Powers' highly-respected PHP Solutions:
Dynamic Web Design Made Easy. This new edition has been updated by David to
incorporate changes to PHP since the first edition and to offer the latest
techniques—a classic guide modernized for 21st century PHP techniques,
innovations, and best practices. You want to make your websites more dynamic by
adding a feedback form, creating a private area where members can upload
images that are automatically resized, or perhaps storing all your content in a
database. The problem is, you're not a programmer and the thought of writing
code sends a chill up your spine. Or maybe you've dabbled a bit in PHP and MySQL,
but you can't get past baby steps. If this describes you, then you've just found the
right book. PHP and the MySQL database are deservedly the most popular
combination for creating dynamic websites. They're free, easy to use, and provided
by many web hosting companies in their standard packages. Unfortunately, most
PHP books either expect you to be an expert already or force you to go through
endless exercises of little practical value. In contrast, this book gives you real value
right away through a series of practical examples that you can incorporate directly
into your sites, optimizing performance and adding functionality such as file
uploading, email feedback forms, image galleries, content management systems,
and much more. Each solution is created with not only functionality in mind, but
also visual design. But this book doesn't just provide a collection of ready-made
scripts: each PHP Solution builds on what's gone before, teaching you the basics of
PHP and database design quickly and painlessly. By the end of the book, you'll
have the confidence to start writing your own scripts or—if you prefer to leave that
task to others—to adapt existing scripts to your own requirements. Right from the
start, you're shown how easy it is to protect your sites by adopting secure coding
practices.

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH JAVA
PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja, 6th Edition is a hands-on guide to learning all the
tools, principles, and techniques needed to build a fully functional application using
PHP & MySQL. Comprehensively updated to cover PHP 7 and modern best practice,
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this practical and fun book covers everything from installing PHP and MySQL
through to creating a complete online content management system. You'll learn
how to: Install PHP & MySQL on Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux Gain a thorough
understanding of PHP syntax Use object oriented programming techniques Master
database design principles and SQL Develop robust websites that can handle high
levels of traffic Build a working content management system (CMS) And much
more!

PHP 7 Quick Scripting Reference
"I further believe that object technology holds the potential for fundamental
changes in the software industry and that it is here to stay."Bertrand Meyer wrote,
in the preface of his famous book, "Object-Oriented Software Construction".The
best part of the good news is PHP 7, a general-purpose scripting language, well
suited for web applications, has now all the core combination of Object-orientedprogramming. Now it moves in a direction that would help PHP stay in the
competition in the future.In this book, the core combination of Object Oriented
Programming (OOP) has been explained in great detail. Mainly the four ideas
govern the OOP principle - a structuring method, reliability discipline, an
epistemological principle and a classification technique. These ideas have been
stated step by step so that one could learn them and use them in the web
applications.The structuring method shows us how you can decompose and reuse
your code in PHP 7. The reliability discipline helps us take the radical approach to
the problems of building software. Now we can solve those problems by adhering
to contracts or interfaces. The epistemological principle addresses the core
question of how we define the classes and what we can do with those classes. This
formally expresses the idea of Abstraction, Encapsulation and Information Hiding
principles. Finally, we come to know about the classification technique or discipline
that relies heavily on inheritance. This book teaches you how we can define
classes. We learn how programs manipulate those classes and the corresponding
objects? How can we maintain a relationship between classes so that they can
exchange messages? How can these ideas be applied in reality so that they relate
to the key software engineering concerns as extendibility and efficiency? Answers
to these questions are here. It's described in a lucid way so that the "learning OOP
the hard way" becomes easy. This book provides you the tools that are
straightaway practical to a wide range of problems in web applications.

Learn PHP 7
Develop robust and reusable code using a multitude of design patterns for PHP 7
About This Book Learn about advanced design patterns in PHP 7 Understand
enhanced architectural patterns Learn to implement reusable design patterns to
address common recurring problems Who This Book Is For This book is for PHP
developers who wish to have better organization structure over their code through
learning common methodologies to solve architectural problems against a
backdrop of learning new functionality in PHP 7. What You Will Learn Recognize
recurring problems in your code with Anti-Patterns Uncover object creation
mechanisms using Creational Patterns Use Structural design patterns to easily
access your code Address common issues encountered when linking objects using
the splObserver classes in PHP 7 Achieve a common style of coding with
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Architectural Patterns Write reusable code for common MVC frameworks such as
Zend, Laravel, and Symfony Get to know the best practices associated with design
patterns when used with PHP 7 In Detail Design patterns are a clever way to solve
common architectural issues that arise during software development. With an
increase in demand for enhanced programming techniques and the versatile
nature of PHP, a deep understanding of PHP design patterns is critical to achieve
efficiency while coding. This comprehensive guide will show you how to achieve
better organization structure over your code through learning common
methodologies to solve architectural problems. You'll also learn about the new
functionalities that PHP 7 has to offer. Starting with a brief introduction to design
patterns, you quickly dive deep into the three main architectural patterns:
Creational, Behavioral, and Structural popularly known as the Gang of Four
patterns. Over the course of the book, you will get a deep understanding of object
creation mechanisms, advanced techniques that address issues concerned with
linking objects together, and improved methods to access your code. You will also
learn about Anti-Patterns and the best methodologies to adopt when building a
PHP 7 application. With a concluding chapter on best practices, this book is a
complete guide that will equip you to utilize design patterns in PHP 7 to achieve
maximum productivity, ensuring an enhanced software development experience.
Style and approach The book covers advanced design patterns in detail in PHP 7
with the help of rich code-based examples.

Learn PHP 7
Presents an introduction to PHP and object-oriented programming, with information
on such topics as classes, inheritance, RSS readers, and XML.

PHP Advanced and Object-Oriented Programming
PHP is a versatile language based on object-oriented programming concept. It is
practiced by a huge community. PHP is the least complex and makes better
applications if used in the right context. It supports some great frameworks like
Zend, Laravel, and Symphony. Most beginners find PHP difficult because they
either spend a long time learning all the things, or they are using poorly crafted
online courses. To make PHP easier to learn, we extracted some niche topic of PHP
and compiled them in simple to understand format in this small e-book. On top of
it, the examples are made more interactive to help understand some advanced
PHP topics. The best part of this e-book is the price is almost negligible. With this
edition, beginners will learn to interpret PHP language in the nick of time. They will
able to build a basic application on HTML, CSS, etc. without any peer guidance or
external course. All the major concept of PHP are covered in this e-book. Once you
know the tips and tricks, the book can be a guide for building Web-based services
for mobile devices. You will be able to gain more knowledge about PHP functions
and MySQL through it. Besides having limited coding language, you will become
someone having a deeper understanding of PHP in no time. With this e-book, you
soon can become the part of these huge base of PHP users like Facebook, Yahoo,
Wikipedia, Wordpress, and so on. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction 1.
What is a scripting language? 2. Scripting VS Programming Language 3. What does
PHP stand for? 4. Php Syntax 5. What is PHP used for & Market share 6. PHP vs
ASP.NET VS JSP VS CFML Chapter 2: Introduction to XAMPP 1. What is XAMPP? 2.
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How to Download and Install XAMPP 3. XAMPP Control Panel 4. What is the best
PHP IDE? 5. Introduction to Netbeans IDE 6. Creating a new PHP project using the
Netbeans IDE Chapter 3: Data Types, Variables and Operators 1. Data Types 2.
Variable 3. Variable Type Casting 4. Constant 5. Operators Chapter 4: Comments,
Include & Require 1. Comments 2. Include & PHP Include_once 3. Require & PHP
require_once 4. include vs require Chapter 5: Arrays 1. What is an Array? 2.
Numeric Arrays 3. Associative Array 4. Multi-dimensional arrays 5. Arrays:
Operators Chapter 6: Control structures 1. What is a control structure? 2. IF Else 3.
PHP Loop 4. While Loop 5. Switch Case Chapter 7: Strings 1. What is a string? 2.
Create Strings Using Double quotes 3. Heredoc 4. Nowdoc 5. String functions
Chapter 8: Functions 1. What is a Function? 2. Built in Functions 3. String Functions
4. Numeric Functions 5. Date Function 6. Why use User Defined Functions? Chapter
9: Forms 1. What is form? 2. Create a form 3. POST method 4. GET method 5. GET
vs POST Methods 6. Processing the registration form data Chapter 10: Cookies &
Sessions 1. What is Cookies? 2. Creating Cookies 3. Retrieving the Cookie value 4.
What is a Session? 5. Creating a Session Chapter 11: File Processing 1. What is a
File? 2. File_exists Function 3. Fopen Function 4. Fwrite Function 5. Fgets Function
6. File_get_contents Function Chapter 12: Error Handling 1. What is an Exception?
2. PHP Error handling 3. Error handling examples 4. Difference between Errors and
Exception 5. Multiple Exceptions Chapter 13: Regular Expression 1. What is a
regular expressions? 2. Preg_match 3. Preg_split 4. Preg_replace 5. Meta
characters 6. Explaining the pattern Chapter 14: MAIL 1. What is PHP mail? 2.
Why/When to use the PHP mail 3. Simple Transmission Protocol 4. Sanitizing email
user inputs 5. Secure Mail Chapter 15: Database Access 1. mysql_connect function
2. mysql_select_db function 3. mysql_query function 4. mysql_num_rows function
5. mysql_fetch_array function 6. Data Access Object PDO Chapter 16: OOPS 1.
What is UML? 2. What is object oriented programming? 3. Creating a class 4.
Inheritance implementation 5. Using the classes 6. Testing our application Chapter
17: Date 1. What is Date Function? 2. What is a TimeStamp? 3. PHP set Timezone
Programmatically 4. Mktime Function 5. PHP Date function reference Chapter 18:
Security Functions 1. What is a Security? 2. Potential security threats 3. PHP
Application Security Best Practices 4. filter_var function 5. PHP Md5 and PHP sha1
Chapter 19: XML,DOM, Parsers 1. What is XML? 2. What is DOM? 3. XML Parsers 4.
Creating the index page that reads the XML document 5. Creating an XML
document using PHP Chapter 20: Sample Project 1. Opinion Polls 2. Database 3.
Coding our application 4. Testing our application Chapter 21: PHP with Ajax 1.
What is JavaScript? 2. What is XML? 3. What is Ajax? 4. Creating an Ajax application
Chapter 22: Frameworks 1. What is a framework? 2. Introduction to PHP MVC
framework 3. Porting the opinion poll application to CodeIgniter 4. Database
configuration settings 5. Creating Our Model 6. Creating Our Views

Object-Oriented PHP Best Practices
Learn the art of PHP programming through this example-rich book filled to the brim
with tutorials every PHP developer needs to know About This Book Set up the PHP
environment and get started with web programming Leverage the potential of PHP
for server-side programming, memory management, and object-oriented
programming (OOP) This book is packed with real-life examples to help you
implement the concepts as you learn Who This Book Is For If you are a web
developer or programmer who wants to create real-life web applications using PHP
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7, or a beginner who wants to get started with PHP 7 programming, this book is for
you. Prior knowledge of PHP, PHP 7, or programming is not mandatory. What You
Will Learn Set up a server on your machine with PHP Use PHP syntax with the builtin server to create apps Apply the OOP paradigm to PHP to write richer code Use
MySQL to manage data in your web applications Create a web application from
scratch using MVC Add tests to your web application and write testable code Use
an existing PHP framework to build and manage your applications Build REST APIs
for your PHP applications Test the behavior of web applications with Behat In Detail
PHP is a great language for building web applications. It is essentially a server-side
scripting language that is also used for general purpose programming. PHP 7 is the
latest version with a host of new features, and it provides major backwardscompatibility breaks. This book begins with the fundamentals of PHP programming
by covering the basic concepts such as variables, functions, class, and objects. You
will set up PHP server on your machine and learn to read and write procedural PHP
code. After getting an understanding of OOP as a paradigm, you will execute
MySQL queries on your database. Moving on, you will find out how to use MVC to
create applications from scratch and add tests. Then, you will build REST APIs and
perform behavioral tests on your applications. By the end of the book, you will
have the skills required to read and write files, debug, test, and work with MySQL.
Style and approach This book begins with the basics that all PHP developers use
every day and then dives deep into detailed concepts and tricks to help you speed
through development. You will be able to learn the concepts by performing
practical tasks and implementing them in your daily activities, all at your own
pace.

PHP 7: Real World Application Development
This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented code in
the new PHP 7, carefully presented in a well-paced, clear fashion. In Learn PHP 7,
programming examples take advantage of the newest PHP features, including
enhanced password encryption using password_hash. This book takes a learn-bydoing approach, providing you with complete coding examples. "Do It" exercises in
each chapter provide the opportunity to make adjustments to the example code.
The end of chapter programming exercises allow you to develop your own
applications using the algorithms demonstrated in the chapter. You will experience
the creation of a complete three-tier application using a natural process of building
and testing modules within each tier. Each tier is logically and physically separated
using object-oriented and dependency injection techniques, thus allowing
independent tiers that can be updated with little or no effect on the other tiers. In
addition to teaching good programming practices through OOP, there is a strong
emphasis on creating secure code. As each chapter is completed, the reader is
provide the opportunity to design and create an application reinforcing the
concepts learned. You will learn: What are the PHP 7 language basics: conditional
statements, loops, arrays, and methods (functions) How to combine PHP with
HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript to create web applications How to work with XML,
JSON, and MySQL data How to use secure coding techniques How to create error
logs, user logs, and application logs What are the various backup and recovery
techniques How to use Try/Catch blocks as emphasized with PHP 7 to handle
program exceptions Audience This book is for those who are new to PHP and new
to the new PHP 7 programming / scripting language, the most popular for web
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development.

PHP, MySQL, & JavaScript All-in-One For Dummies
Improve your programming knowledge and become Zend Certified. This book
closely follows the ZCE2017-PHP exam syllabus and adds important details that
help candidates to prepare for the test. Zend Certification is an industry recognized
standard for PHP engineers. It is very difficult to pass the examination without
extensive preparation. Unlike other books on PHP, this book is very focused on
reaching industry standards.The Zend examination syllabus is comprised of three
focus areas and a number of additional topics. This book explains the structure of
the examination and then addresses each of the topics for PHP 7. A short quiz
follows each chapter to help identify gaps in your knowledge. PHP 7 Zend
Certification Study Guide also contains a practice test containing 70 questions from
the entire syllabus to use when reviewing for your exams. The book provides
original code examples throughout and every php featured is explained clearly
with examples and uses an efficient way to describe the most important details of
the particular feature. What You'll Learn Brush up your knowledge of PHP
programming Explore new features of the PHP v7.1 Build a secure configuration of
your server Review strategies and tips to get Zend Certified Who this Book Is For
Intermediate PHP programmers with two or three years of experience who are
appearing for the Zend certification exams and programmers who are proficient in
other languages, but want a quick reference book to dive into PHP.

Object-Oriented Programming with Php5
Build server-side applications more efficiently—and improve your PHP
programming skills in the process—by learning how to use design patterns in your
code. This book shows you how to apply several object-oriented patterns through
simple examples, and demonstrates many of them in full-fledged working
applications. Learn how these reusable patterns help you solve complex problems,
organize object-oriented code, and revise a big project by only changing small
parts. With Learning PHP Design Patterns, you’ll learn how to adopt a more
sophisticated programming style and dramatically reduce development time. Learn
design pattern concepts, including how to select patterns to handle specific
problems Get an overview of object-oriented programming concepts such as
composition, encapsulation, polymorphism, and inheritance Apply creational
design patterns to create pages dynamically, using a factory method instead of
direct instantiation Make changes to existing objects or structure without having to
change the original code, using structural design patterns Use behavioral patterns
to help objects work together to perform tasks Interact with MySQL, using
behavioral patterns such as Proxy and Chain of Responsibility Explore ways to use
PHP’s built-in design pattern interfaces

PHP Objects, Patterns and Practice
Readers can take their PHP skills to the next level with this fully revised and
updated PHP Advanced: Visual QuickPro Guide, Third Edition! Filled with fourteen
chapters of step-by-step content and written by bestselling author and PHP
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programmer Larry Ullman, this guide teaches specific topics in direct, focused
segments, shows how PHP is used in real-world applications. The book teaches
developing web applications using advanced PHP techniques and advanced
database concepts, and this edition offers several chapters devoted to objectoriented programming and all-new chapters on debugging, testing, and
performance and using the Zend framework. Author hosts a popular companion
website at www.larryullman.com, where readers can freely download code used in
the book, access a user forum and book updates, and get advice directly from the
author.

PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja
Over 80 recipes that will take your PHP 7 web development skills to the next level!
About This Book This is the most up-to-date book in the market on PHP It covers
the new features of version 7.x, best practices for server-side programming, and
MVC frameworks The recipe-based approach will allow you to explore the unique
capabilities that PHP offers to web programmers Who This Book Is For If you are an
aspiring web developer, mobile developer, or backend programmer, then this book
is for you as it will take your PHP programming skills to next level. Basic knowledge
of PHP programming is assumed. What You Will Learn Use advanced PHP 7
features, such as the Abstract Syntax Tree, Uniform Variable Syntax, Scalar Type
Hints, Generator Delegation, Anonymous Classes, and the Context Sensitive Lexer
Discover where and when PHP 5 code needs to be re-written to avoid backwardscompatibility breaks Improve the overall application security and error handling by
taking advantage of classes that implement the new throwable interface Solve
practical real-world programming problems using PHP 7 Develop middlewareclasses that allow PHP developers to gluedifferent open source libraries
together seamlessly Define and Implement PSR-7 classes Create custom
middleware using PSR-7 compliant classes Test and debug your code, and get to
know the best practices In Detail PHP 7 comes with a myriad of new features and
great tools to optimize your code and make your code perform faster than in
previous versions. Most importantly, it allows you to maintain high traffic on your
websites with low-cost hardware and servers through a multithreading web server.
This book demonstrates intermediate to advanced PHP techniques with a focus on
PHP 7. Each recipe is designed to solve practical, real-world problems faced by PHP
developers like yourself every day. We also cover new ways of writing PHP code
made possible only in version 7. In addition, we discuss backward-compatibility
breaks and give you plenty of guidance on when and where PHP 5 code needs to
be changed to produce the correct results when running under PHP 7. This book
also incorporates the latest PHP 7.x features. By the end of the book, you will be
equipped with the tools and skills required to deliver efficient applications for your
websites and enterprises. Style and approach This book takes a recipe-based
approach, with real-world examples that can serve as building blocks for a larger
application. Each recipe is self-contained with no external dependencies. This book
follows a problem-solution strategy so you understand how to deal with various
scenarios you may encounter while using PHP 7 in your daily activities.

Practical PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB Website Databases
PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to tell with all of the
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outdated PHP tutorials online. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how PHP has
become a full-featured, mature language with object-orientation, namespaces, and
a growing collection of reusable component libraries. Author Josh Lockhart—creator
of PHP The Right Way, a popular initiative to encourage PHP best
practices—reveals these new language features in action. You’ll learn best
practices for application architecture and planning, databases, security, testing,
debugging, and deployment. If you have a basic understanding of PHP and want to
bolster your skills, this is your book. Learn modern PHP features, such as
namespaces, traits, generators, and closures Discover how to find, use, and create
PHP components Follow best practices for application security, working with
databases, errors and exceptions, and more Learn tools and techniques for
deploying, tuning, testing, and profiling your PHP applications Explore Facebook’s
HVVM and Hack language implementations—and how they affect modern PHP Build
a local development environment that closely matches your production server

Pro PHP and jQuery
* *PHP has exploded in popularity, and is now starting to make inroads into largescale business-critical Web systems *So far, little has been written about how to
scale PHP applications to the enterprise level *Schlossnagle fills this void, providing
the definitive guide to developing PHP applications for performance, stability, and
extensibility

Mastering PHP 7
Object-Oriented PHP Best Practices is a book for beginners to object-oriented
programming in a PHP environment.Ikram, a web developer who has been building
websites since 2001, and his colleagues spent a year rewriting a 450,000-line
educational system written in PHP that was an utter and complete mess, the result
of a decade of constant changes in programmers in managers, with such wonders
as a 2000 line functions doing upwards of 100 database calls to retrieve a
student's name, and with band-aids thrown over known issues, and band-aids
thrown over these band-aids, until the general accretion of mistakes and bad
judgments had led to entire parts of the system being so massively convoluted
that no previous programmer had been willing to touch them.As the team
refactored the project, Ikram was tasked with taking extensive notes to create a
list of conventions that would ease the task of rescuing the project from its tar pit,
and more importantly, prevent it from falling back into the pit again as time passed
and the project changed hands again. The result was a conventions document that
Ikram extended into this book, which summarizes his most important findings.
Ikram presents a set of simple yet powerful conventions (sometimes unintuitive)
that ensure an object-oriented PHP project stays lean, modular, easy to read and
easy to build upon. Most PHP programmers eventually gravitate toward these
conventions as they learn painful lessons from past mistakes. This book takes the
pain out of the process by identifying these mistakes early and helping you avoid
them before you make them.

Advanced PHP Programming
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Effective, readable, and robust codes in PHP About This Book Leverage the newest
tools available in PHP 7 to build scalable applications Embrace serverless
architecture and the reactive programming paradigm, which are the latest
additions to the PHP ecosystem Explore dependency injection and implement
design patterns to write elegant code Who This Book Is For This book is for
intermediate level developers who want to become a master of PHP. Basic
knowledge of PHP is required across areas such as basic syntax, types, variables,
constants, expressions, operators, control structures, and functions. What You Will
Learn Grasp the current state of PHP language and the PHP standards Effectively
implement logging and error handling during development Build services through
SOAP and REST and Apache Trift Get to know the benefits of serverless
architecture Understand the basic principles of reactive programming to write
asynchronous code Practically implement several important design patterns Write
efficient code by executing dependency injection See the working of all magic
methods Handle the command-line area tools and processes Control the
development process with proper debugging and profiling In Detail PHP is a serverside scripting language that is widely used for web development. With this book,
you will get a deep understanding of the advanced programming concepts in PHP
and how to apply it practically The book starts by unveiling the new features of
PHP 7 and walks you through several important standards set by PHP Framework
Interop Group (PHP-FIG). You'll see, in detail, the working of all magic methods, and
the importance of effective PHP OOP concepts, which will enable you to write
effective PHP code. You will find out how to implement design patterns and resolve
dependencies to make your code base more elegant and readable. You will also
build web services alongside microservices architecture, interact with databases,
and work around third-party packages to enrich applications. This book delves into
the details of PHP performance optimization. You will learn about serverless
architecture and the reactive programming paradigm that found its way in the PHP
ecosystem. The book also explores the best ways of testing your code, debugging,
tracing, profiling, and deploying your PHP application. By the end of the book, you
will be able to create readable, reliable, and robust applications in PHP to meet
modern day requirements in the software industry. Style and approach This is a
comprehensive, step-by-step practical guide to developing scalable applications
using PHP 7.1

Mastering PHP Design Patterns
This self-readable and highly informative text presents the exhaustive coverage of
the concepts of Object Oriented Programming with JAVA. A number of good
illustrative examples are provided for each concept supported by well-crafted
programs, thus making it useful for even those having no previous knowledge of
programming. Starting from the preliminaries of the language and the basic
principles of OOP, this textbook moves gradually towards advanced concepts like
exception handling, multithreaded programming, GUI support by the language
through AWT controls, string handling, file handling and basic utility classes. In
addition, the well-planned material in the book acts as a precursor to move
towards high-end programming in Java, which includes the discussion of Servlets,
Java Server Pages, JDBC, Swings, etc. The book is highly suitable for all
undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science, computer
applications, computer science and engineering and information technology. KEY
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FEATURES Extensive coverage of syllabi of various Indian universities
Comprehensive coverage of the OOP concepts and Core Java Explanation of the
concepts using simple and expressive language Complete explanation of the
working of each program with more emphasis on the core segment of the program
Chapter-end summary, over 230 illustrative programs, around 225 review
questions, about 190 true/false questions and over 130 programming exercises

Learning PHP Design Patterns
Are you a beginner or an intermediate learner who has been struggling through the
maze of OOP and Design Patterns concepts of PHP and you also want to learn the
cool new features of PHP 7?PHP 7 - is kind of a revolution in the way that delivers
enormous power to everything from websites and mobile to enterprises and the
cloud. This is the most important change for PHP since the release of PHP 5 in
2004. It has brought explosive performance improvements, drastically reduced
memory consumption, and a host of brand-new language features to make your
applications soar. This book makes you ready to take that revolution under your
wing.PHP 7 will be definitely faster, and speedier than before but that is not the
thing we're going to discuss about in this book.The very first thing is of course
speed. It's been found by the developers, around the world, PHP 7 is twice as fast
as 5.6 and in some cases it's faster! Since it's tested on widely used php CMS like
wordpress and drupal, you can bet on it.Php 7 has touched that dream-point.How
we can use that speed?How we can use our object oriented programming concepts
to exploit these cool features?How we can use beautiful design patterns to make
our php7 application simply 'awesome'?Besides, for absolute beginners I have
written a quick recapitulation that will guide you to the core concepts of OOP and
Esign patterns.Are you a beginner or an intermediate learner who has been
struggling through the maze of OOP and Design Patterns concepts?Then this book
is for youContents: Author�e(tm)s Note What makes PHP 7 so special? Who should
read this book? How to upgrade to PHP 7 Day 1 OOP and PHP 7 A Quick
Recapitulation Type Summery To Remember PHP Function More about Functions
Summery of Simple Classes Namespace, TRAIT and JSON What is Namespace? How
to Autoload Namespace? What is Trait? What is JSON? Composer Revolution SOLID
Design Principle SOLID stands for What is Liskov Substitution Principle? Interfaces
and Method Injection Day 2 Overview of Classes and Objects What you can do?
Get, Set and Go Hiding Information Inheritance, Encapsulation, Abstract Class and
Interface Introducing Abstraction and Encapsulation Defining Abstraction Defining
encapsulation Difference between Abstraction and Encapsulation Abstract Classes
Basic Interfaces Day 3 What is Design Pattern What is Your Strategy? More about
Architecture 12.1 - Compose the Architecture Factory Patterns and Singleton
Patterns Day 4 Decorating Applications Responsibility Unchained Adapt SMS into
MAIL Day 5 The Template Pattern Relationships between Classes Static Variables,
Static Functions and Singleton Pattern Day 6 PHP 7 is Twice Faster! Classes
Without Names Know Your Type Can we make it more Strict? Return Type
Declarations Day 7 Group 'Use' Declarations Our Spaceship Other few features
Closure::call() Integer division with intdiv() Null coalescing operatorEpilogue

PHP: The Good Parts
Improve the performance of your PHP application to ensure the application users
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aren't left waiting About This Book Make the optimum use of PHP coding to
improve your programming productivity Leverage the potential of PHP for serverside programming, memory management, and object-oriented programming
Packed with real-life examples to help the readers implement concepts as they
learn Who This Book Is For This book is for those who have basic experience in PHP
programming. If you are developing performance-critical applications, then this
book is for you. What You Will Learn Setup high performance development and
production environment for PHP 7 Discover new OOP features in PHP 7 to achieve
high performance Improve your PHP applications' performance Attain improved
database performance Benchmark PHP applications to optimize them Write quality
code by learning to improve code reusability, simplicity, and expressiveness Get
rid of the bottlenecks in your PHP 7 applications by writing PHP code optimally
Tackle issues related to web applications, such as high user dependency and large
datasets In Detail PHP is a great language for building web applications. It is
essentially a server-side scripting language that is also used for general-purpose
programming. PHP 7 is the latest version, providing major backward-compatibility
breaks and focusing on high performance and speed. This fast-paced introduction
to PHP 7 will improve your productivity and coding skills. The concepts covered will
allow you, as a PHP programmer, to improve the performance standards of your
applications. We will introduce you to the new features in PHP 7 and then will run
through the concepts of object-oriented programming (OOP) in PHP 7. Next, we will
shed some light on how to improve your PHP 7 applications' performance and
database performance. Through this book, you will be able to improve the
performance of your programs using the various benchmarking tools discussed. At
the end, the book discusses some best practices in PHP programming to help you
improve the quality of your code. Style and approach The book is a step-by-step
guide to improve the quality of your code in PHP through real-time examples. The
book takes a practical approach to improving the quality of your code.

PHP This! a Beginners Guide to Learning Object Oriented PHP
Use new features of PHP 7 to solve practical, real-world problems faced by PHP
developers like yourself every day. About This Book This course covers the new
features of version 7.x, best practices for server-side programming, and MVC
frameworks Leverage the potential of PHP for server-side programming, memory
management, and Object-Oriented Programming to improve your programming
productivity This course also illustrates the development of a complete modular
application using PHP 7 in detail Who This Book Is For If you are an aspiring web
developer, mobile developer, or back-end programmer, who has basic experience
in PHP programming and wants to develop performance-critical applications, then
this course is for you. It will take your PHP programming skills to next level. What
You Will Learn Solve practical real-world programming problems using PHP 7
Discover where and when PHP 5 code needs to be re-written to avoid backwardscompatibility breaks Use advanced PHP 7 features such as the Abstract Syntax
Tree, Uniform Variable Syntax, Scalar Type Hints, Generator Delegation,
Anonymous Classes, and the Context Sensitive Lexer Set up a high performance
development and production environment for PHP 7 Discover new OOP features in
PHP 7 to achieve high performance Discover the new features of PHP 7 that are
relevant to modular application development Explore the ins and outs of the
Symfony framework Build a set of modules based on the Symfony framework that
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comprise a simple web shop app In Detail PHP is a great language for developing
web applications. It is essentially a server-side scripting language. PHP 7 is the
latest version, providing major backward-compatibility breaks and focusing on
improved performance and speed. This course follows a learning path which is
divided into three modules. Each module is a mini course in its own right, taking
your basic PHP programing skills to the next level by showing you intermediate to
advanced PHP techniques with a focus on PHP 7. This way, get you equipped with
the tools and skills required to develop professional and efficient applications for
your websites and enterprises. The first module of the book is a programming
cookbook that consists over 80 recipes! Each recipe is designed to solve practical,
real-world problems faced by PHP developers like yourself every day. This course
also covers new ways of writing PHP code made possible only in version 7. The
second module of the course is designed to improve the performance and
productivity of your application. We'll introduce you to the concepts of ObjectOriented Programming (OOP) in PHP 7, then shed some light on how to improve
the performance of your PHP 7 applications and database. Throughout this module
you will be introduced to benchmarking tools. With all important concepts of PHP
covered up you will move on to third module. In this module you will gain a deep
insight into the modular programming paradigm and how to achieve modularity in
your PHP code. Modular design techniques help you build readable, manageable,
reusable, and more efficient codes. PHP 7, which is a popular open source scripting
language, is used to build modular functions for your software. This Learning Path
combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated
package. It includes content from the following Packt products: PHP 7 Programming
Cookbook, Doug Bierer Learning PHP 7 High Performance, Altaf Hussain Modular
Programming with PHP 7, Branko Ajzele Style and approach This book takes a
practical, step-by-step approach with real-world examples that serve as building
blocks for your application development and guide you through improving the
quality of your code.

Web Database Applications with PHP and MySQL
Get past all the hype about PHP and dig into the real power of this language. This
book explores the most useful features of PHP and how they can speed up the web
development process, and explains why the most commonly used PHP elements
are often misused or misapplied. You'll learn which parts add strength to objectoriented programming, and how to use certain features to integrate your
application with databases. Written by a longtime member of the PHP community,
PHP: The Good Parts is ideal for new PHP programmers, as well as web developers
switching from other languages. Become familiar with PHP's basic syntax,
variables, and datatypes Learn how to integrate the language with web pages
Understand how to use strings, arrays, and PHP's built-in functions Discover the
advantages of using PHP as an object-oriented language Explore how PHP interacts
with databases, such as SQLite and MySQL Learn input- and output-handling best
practices to prevent security breaches

PHP Object-Oriented Solutions
Most PHP developers have a clear understanding of what technical debt looks like
and the business necessity of having resilient and reliable code. With the release of
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PHP 7, the Object-Oriented language features of PHP have matured significantly.
This book seeks to discuss how you can use Object-Oriented PHP now. In order to
rapidly deliver value through software, your codebase needs to be resilient to the
forces of change. This book will guide you through using Object-Orientation in
modern PHP to deliver a reliable and reusable code throughout the design,
development and construction phases. Whether working on a brand new codebase
or refactoring existing code, this book will discuss the patterns to ensuring your
codebase is resilient and reliable for years to come.

Object Oriented PHP
PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development
of dynamic, database-driven web sites. This book is perfect for newcomers to
programming as well as hobbyists who are intimidated by harder-to-follow books.
With concepts explained in plain English, the new edition starts with the basics of
the PHP language, and explains how to work with MySQL, the popular open source
database. You then learn how to put the two together to generate dynamic
content. If you come from a web design or graphics design background and know
your way around HTML, Learning PHP & MySQL is the book you've been looking for.
The content includes: PHP basics such as strings and arrays, and pattern matching
A detailed discussion of the variances in different PHP versions MySQL data
fundamentals like tables and statements Information on SQL data access for
language A new chapter on XHTML Error handling, security, HTTP authentication,
and more Learning PHP & MySQL explains everything from fundamental concepts
to the nuts and bolts of performing specific tasks. As part of O'Reilly's bestselling
Learning series, the book is an easy-to-use resource designed specifically for
beginners. It's a launching pad for future learning, providing you with a solid
foundation for more advanced development.

Essential ASP.NET Web Forms Development
This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise development
practices used by professional programmers. Updated for PHP 5.3 with new
sections on closures, namespaces, and continuous integration, this edition will
teach you about object features such as abstract classes, reflection, interfaces, and
error handling. You’ll also discover object tools to help you learn more about your
classes, objects, and methods. Then you’ll move into design patterns and the
principles that make patterns powerful. You’ll learn both classic design patterns
and enterprise and database patterns with easy-to-follow examples. Finally, you’ll
discover how to put it all into practice to help turn great code into successful
projects. You’ll learn how to manage multiple developers with Subversion, and how
to build and install using Phing and PEAR. You’ll also learn strategies for automated
testing and building, including continuous integration. Taken together, these three
elements—object fundamentals, design principles, and best practices—will help
you develop elegant and rock-solid systems.

Learning PHP 7
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Learning PHP 7 High Performance
Aided by three key elements: object fundamentals, design principles, and best
practices, you'll learn how to develop elegant and rock solid systems using PHP.
The 5th edition of this popular book has been fully updated for PHP 7, including
replacing the PEAR package manager with Composer, and new material on Vagrant
and PHP standards. It provides a solid grounding in PHP's support for objects, it
builds on this foundation to instill core principles of software design and then
covers the tools and practices needed to develop, test and deploy robust code.
PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice begins by covering PHP's object-oriented
features. It introduces key topics including class declaration, inheritance, reflection
and much more. The next section is devoted to design patterns. It explains the
principles that make patterns powerful. The book covers many of the classic design
patterns and includes chapters on enterprise and database patterns. The last
segment of the book covers the tools and practices that can help turn great code
into a successful project. The section shows how to manage multiple developers
and releases with git, how to manage builds and dependencies with Composer. It
also explores strategies for automated testing and continuous integration. What
You'll Learn Work with object fundamentals: writing classes and methods,
instantiating objects, creating powerful class hierarchies using inheritance. Master
advanced object-oriented features, including static methods and properties,
managing error conditions with exceptions, and creating abstract classes and
interfaces. Learn about the new object-oriented features introduced by PHP 7 and
why they matter for your code. Understand and use design principles to deploy
objects and classes effectively in your projects. Discover a set of powerful patterns
that you can deploy in your own projects. Guarantee a successful project including
unit testing; version control, build, installation and package management; and
continuous integration. Who This Book is For This book is suitable for anyone with
at least a basic knowledge of PHP who wants to use its object-oriented features in
their projects. Those who already know their interfaces from their abstracts may
well still find it hard to use these features in their systems. They will benefit from
the book's emphasis on design. They will learn how to choose and combine the
participants of a system; how to read design patterns and how to use them in their
code. Finally this book is for PHP coders who want to learn about the practices and
tools (version control, testing, continuous integration, etc) that can make projects
safe, elegant and stable.

PHP 7 : Learn Object Oriented Programming, the Hard Way
This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented code in
the new PHP 7: you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural
process of building and testing modules within each tier. This practical approach
teaches you about app development and introduces PHP features when they are
actually needed rather than providing you with abstract theory and contrived
examples. In Learn PHP 7, programming examples take advantage of the newest
PHP features, including enhanced password encryption using password_hash. This
book takes a learn-by-doing approach, providing you with complete coding
examples. "Do It" exercises in each chapter provide the opportunity to make
adjustments to the example code. The end of chapter programming exercises
allow you to develop your own applications using the algorithms demonstrated in
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the chapter. Each tier is logically and physically separated using object-oriented
and dependency injection techniques, thus allowing independent tiers that can be
updated with little or no effect on the other tiers. In addition to teaching good
programming practices through OOP, there is a strong emphasis on creating
secure code. As each chapter is completed, the reader is provide the opportunity
to design and create an application reinforcing the concepts learned.

Learn PHP in 24 Hours
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the PHP serverside scripting language and the MySQL database engine.

PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice
With the surge of popularity of PHP 5, object-oriented programming is now an
important consideration for PHP developers. This version-neutral book is a gentle
introduction to object-oriented programming (OOP) that won't overburden you with
complex theory. It teaches you the essential basics of OOP that you'll need to know
before moving onto a more advanced level, and includes a series of prepackaged
scripts that you can incorporate into your existing sites with the minimum of effort.
It shows how object-oriented programming can be used to create reusable and
portable code by walking you through a series of simple projects. The projects
feature the sorts of things developers run up against every day, and include a
validator for filtering user input, a simple Date class that avoids the need to
remember all the esoteric format codes in PHP, and an XML generator. Teaches the
fundamentals of OOP Simple projects show how OOP concepts work in the real
world Prepackaged scripts can easily be added to your own projects
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